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future * giants of '92,* in about 1780, for example, having a conversation like this with a tax-collector-in-chief.**
He thought about Nietzsche, too. He caught a glimpse, without trying to define it yet, without seeking anything from it for the moment but a sense of heroism and pride -like the cheering of a crowd in the sun - of the idea of a union among the powerful, among the strong, a fraternity of the " great,'* whatever might be the nature of their greatness, high above the swarming of ordinary men, even above the deposit of doctrine, A kind of feudal fellowship.
The end of a meal, the sparkling of scores of objects intended for the pleasure of the few, the presence opposite him of a man by himself, filled to overflowing with power — all these circumstances helped his mind upon its way.
Quinette and Leheudry walked under the vaulted roof. Leheudry went first. It was he who held the electric flashlight. Quinette said to him :
" You take this. You'll see where you are going better. Til keep the other one in reserve."
As a matter of fact, the ground was quite dry, and if you kept to the middle of the gallery, you walked on a soft dust which lessened the roughness underfoot.
The roof lowered little by little. Eight ahead, it looked as though the gallery was going to end in a battered rock-wall* In a corner was something dark, which looked like a piece of clothing.
Leheudry stopped.
" A coat.   There's somebody here*"
" No, it's only an old rag."
Leheudry explored the walls of the passage with the beam of his flashlight. His companion told him :
" We have to turn to the right. You'll see. There's a smaller gallery, at right angles. Another minute and we'll be there."
Leheudry made no attempt to move,
" I'd just as soon wait for you here."
Quinette put on a tone of indiiference.

